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Notes:

BEST
Wear-A-Day HD 
Disposable Gloves
#10301  50 pack

36" Nylon Tube Brush
#60121  3/4 Dia.

february
new items

“I didn’t know you carried that!”

This 36 inch heavy duty nylon tube brush is made

to work perfectly with Boilers, Burners, Radiators,

Flues, Vents and Nozzles. It can also be used to

clear dishwasher hoses, lavatory drains, tub

drains, and condensate lines.

Appliance Trap & Coil Brush
#60128  3/4 Dia.

Cleans all Brands of 

Dryers, Refrigerators,

Freezers & Air

Conditioners!

Extended overall length

and flexible steel handles

clean hard to reach areas.

Removes Lint, Dust

& Dirt from...

•  Dryer Lint Traps

•  Refrigerator Coils

•  Freezer Coils

•  Air Conditioning Coils

Comfortable!

Solid Protection &

Tactile Sensitivity!

High risk latex 15 mil, extra 

thick blue color high risk glove. 

Ideal for plumbers, maintenance

technicians, emergency services, 

health professionals, police, and 

technicians. Manufactured from 

premium latex, chlorinated, and 

PH balanced for easy donning. 

Made of quality low modulus latex 

for greater comfort. Designed to 

give solid protection while 

providing the tactile sensitivity 

of an examination glove.  



Sometimes finding the 

right repair parts can be difficult; 

we make it easy! 

Don’t forget to ask about our 

Best Customized Assortment Boxes! 
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Featured Item #1
Maid-O’-Mist Hot Water
Auto Vent (67)
#91125

Featured Item #2
Punch & Nail Setter
#12226 

1/8" MPS. Up to 35 lbs. Pressure 3-3/4 " x

1/16" (Hoffman #77 & 790, Dole #2000,

Gorton #75, Bell & Gossett #67)

Did You Know Best Carries?

Featured Item #3
Blue Monster Advantage 
Closet Bolt Sets
#54472  2-1/4" Bolt Set.

#54473  3-1/2" Bolt Set.

p. 9-3

p. 10-17

p. 5-8

Center Punch and 2/32 Nail Set. This 100% American

Made tool is solidly constructed of hardened steel with rigid

ends for a sure grip. You now have a spring operated cen-

ter punch and nail setter in your pocket. Tremendous ener-

gy is stored as the lifetime spring is stretched and when the

plunger is released, all the energy goes exactly where you

need it - to work. Job Done!

BLUE MONSTER Advantage™ Closet Bolts

simplify installation to save time and ensure the

job is done right. For the first time since the

invention of the closet bolt, installers can tell

the direction of the foot while setting the toilet.

One quick glance at the unique broached tip

design shows the direction of the bolt foot.

Maid-O’-Mist Shortstop
#90117  No. 9AS

Eliminates draining system when 

replacing vent! 1/8" MPT. Auto 

Shutoff for use with #92065, #91125,

and Maid-O’-Mist No. 78 Auto Vents.

Milwaukee
Thunderbolt Black
Oxide Drill Bit Set
#88104394
Provides longer life and

faster drill times. Clears

chips faster. Precision starts

with no walking. Reduces bit

slipping in chuck.

p. 9-3

p. 10-42

Quick Wood Epoxy Putty
#97913
Fill nail holes, gouges,

cracks, dry rot and knot

holes. Can be drilled,

sanded, sawed, painted or

stained. Epoxy is same 

density as wood. p. 6-80

Flood Guards
#11272   2"

#11270   3"

#11271   4"

To prevent basement flooding. Flood-guard

operates like a check valve to seal off water

back-up caused by overloaded sewers.

p. 10-22

PB Blaster
#96321   12 oz.

#96320   7 oz.

Has spectacular running 

capillary action that pulls itself

uphill, around, and into any

tight cavity or bearing surface.

Lubricates while it works. Nut

and bolt buster, frees rusted

joints, and lubricates pipe

threads. p. 6-82


